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This book presents, from the perspective of feminist jurisprudence and feminist and liberal

bioethics, a complete study of Jewish law (halakhah) on contemporary reproductive issues

such as birth control, abortion, and assisted fertility. Irshai examines these issues to probe

gender-based values that underlie the interpretations and determinations reached by modern

practitioners of halakhah. Her primary goal is to tell, through common halakhic tools, a different

halakhic story, one that takes account of the female narrative and its missing perspective.

"Irshai demonstrates again and again that many of the conclusions reached by recent decisors

are not the inevitable outcome of their source materials. She ends, however, on a hopeful note,

one that stresses the importance of this work and others like it, particularly for 'women who feel

committed to halakhic discourse but also to the values of equality."-- "Lilith"Irshai demonstrates

again and again that many of the conclusions reached by recent decisors are not the inevitable

outcome of their source materials. She ends, however, on a hopeful note, one that stresses the

importance of this work and others like it, particularly for women who feel committed to

halakhic discourse but also to the values of equality. Lilith"Lilith" --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.Review“This book is a first class pioneering effort in what

may eventually become a critical area of research for students of Jewish law—uncovering the

extent to which unstated gender assumptions have informed halakhic process over the

generations. In its focus upon issues related to the realm of reproduction, Irshai’s study is of

particular interest to women. However, in her application of feminist legal theory to a masterly

grasp and analysis of the relevant halakhic sources, this study also converges with a broader

need currently felt by several Anglo-American theoreticians to articulate a post-positivist vision

of law.” (Tamar Ross, Bar-Ilan University)“Ronit Irshai has written an impressively learned and

well documented book detailing Jewish laws related to fertility and critiquing the application of

these laws and their impact on women. Irshai’s feminist critique is thoughtful, moderate, and

deserving of discussion. It urges us to consider a different story than the one legal decisors tell,

and that is the story women themselves would tell about living out these laws.” (Rachel Adler,

Hebrew Union College) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorRONIT IRSHAI is an assistant professor in the gender studies program at

Bar Ilan University and a lecturer in the Faculty of Law of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

She is also a research fellow at the Shalom Hartman Institute in Jerusalem. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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as an Exercise in CriticismNotesBibliographyIndexAcknowledgmentsTwelve years ago I knew

nothing of feminism. At that time I was enrolled as a doctoral student in the field of modern

Jewish thought at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and was engaged in beginning my study

of the religious philosophy of Isaac Breuer, a leading figure of early-twentieth-century German

neo-Orthodoxy. It was simply by chance that I found myself attending Professor Tamar Ross’s

course on Feminism and Judaism. This was an earthshaking experience. I felt as if transported

back to my first year as a B.A. student in the philosophy department, studying Socrates and

feeling the cogs in my brain turning nonstop.A month later I informed my advisor at the Hebrew

University that, despite my love of modern Jewish thought, I was now captivated by the

encounter between Feminism and Judaism and had decided to direct my academic efforts to

this field. I approached Professor Ross and asked her to be my new advisor without even

precisely knowing the subject of my research or exactly what it was I wished to pursue. Of one

thing only was I certain: that I wanted to explore the ways in which feminist theories can

influence Jewish halakhic thought. For her trust, and for opening the door to this new and

challenging field, I am profoundly in Professor Ross’s debt. It is to Professor Ross first and

foremost that I must tender thanks for this book. Later on, she was joined by Professor Noam

Zohar, who became my second advisor. It was my good fortune to benefit from both Noam and

Tamar’s knowledge and wisdom.Bar-Ilan University was the first university in Israel to open a

gender studies program at the doctoral level. This program was founded and directed by the

late Professor Dafna Izraeli. Dafna’s inspiration as a feminist and a scholar illumined my path

during this long journey. This book is dedicated to her memory.Beyond the scope and high level

of its offerings, the Bar-Ilan Gender Studies Program became my second home, and its

students and lecturers became close friends, and later colleagues. To them I owe many

productive discussions and exchanges, but above all the commitment to feminist ideas, their

loyalty, and friendship.After completing my doctoral degree I spent a year at the Women

Studies in Religion Program at the Harvard Divinity School. It was during this wonderful year

that I had the opportunity to start thinking of revising my dissertation and turning it into a book.

I wish to express my sincere thanks and gratitude to director Ann Braude, who even though on

sabbatical was available to us, to acting director Joan Branham for doing a great job during this

year, and to my colleagues: Sue Houchins, Michelle Molina, Miryam Segal, and Monica Maher

with whom I shared many of the ideas found in this book.The publication of this book received

financial support from two institutes at Bar-Ilan University. I thank the Fanya Gottesfeld Heller

Center for the Study of Women in Judaism and its chairperson Dr. Elisheva Baumgarten for

finding my work in harmony with its objective of advancing feminist research on women in

Judaism. I must also thank the Dafna Izraeli chair at the Gender Studies Program and

Professor Tova Cohen who succeeded Professor Izraeli as chair of the Gender Studies

Program. It was Professor Cohen who not only provided personal support and encouragement

for my research but also paved the way for my appointment to the staff of the gender

program.This project would not have been possible without the invaluable contribution of Joel

Linsider, the translator of the Hebrew manuscript, whose erudition and linguistic skills are

reflected throughout the English translation. I owe him profound thanks. Nor do words suffice to

express my heartfelt appreciation to my research assistant, Rachel Furst, an excellent scholar

in her own right, who devoted days and nights to helping me complete the difficult task of

finishing and editing this manuscript for publication. Her good will, wisdom, and meticulousness

made this a better book.I must also thank the members of the Hadassah-Brandeis Institute,

especially Professors Sylvia Barack Fishman and Shulamit Reinharz, and Dr. Lisa Fishbayn

Joffe, for supporting my work and affording me the opportunity to publish this book in two



distinguished Brandeis series. It is also my pleasant duty to thank the helpful staff at the

University Press of New England: Phyllis Deutsch, Amanda Dupuis, and Katy Grabill. Special

kudos to editor-in-chief Phyllis Deutsch for her outstanding patience!And finally my family: I

thank my parents, brother, and sisters for their unconditional support; my beloved children, who

despite their youth were willing to share their opinions and to discuss some of the ideas,

problems, and uncertainties that accompanied my writing; and finally, my husband, who is

more than a friend, without whose support and understanding none of this would have

happened.Ronit IrshaiJERUSALEM, SUMMER 2011INTRODUCTIONEpistemology,

Jurisprudence, and HalakhahA FEMINIST CRITIQUEJewish law (halakhah) is the product of

an exclusively male preserve. Though it governs the lives of men and women alike, it has been

formulated and interpreted, for thousands of years, by an all-male scholarly elite. But while that

fact cannot be denied, its implications and consequences can be understood in varied, even

contradictory, ways.What significance should be ascribed to the “maleness” of the halakhah?

Does the fact that it has been formulated and interpreted exclusively by men necessarily imply

that its decision making and its interpretive methods are in some sense “masculine”? If so, in

what sense? Does this mean that the halakhah has gender-based leanings, and if so, what are

the implications for its objectivity? Do these gender-based leanings differ qualitatively from the

subjective qualities that can undeniably be identified in every legal corpus, halakhah included?

These questions constitute the infrastructure of the inquiry to which this book is devoted. Most

of the book focuses on issues related to reproduction, subjects that illustrate the maleness of

halakhic discourse in general. Subjecting the halakhah, as a legal system, to feminist criticism

using scientific and jurisprudential methodologies will clarify the way in which gendered

assumptions permeate the halakhic system. And while gender criticism is of great value in

itself, it can also cast new light on general halakhic processes and thereby make a significant

contribution to the philosophy of halakhah, the discipline in which this inquiry is grounded. In

that sense, my purpose in subjecting the halakhah to a feminist critique is not only to conduct a

“local” analysis looking toward one or another halakhic resolutions to a problem pertaining to

women; it is more comprehensive and global, probing much deeper into the halakhic process.

In other words, I will not adopt the standard approach of seeking the halakhic tools needed to

effectuate change (though I believe this endeavor is important and I do not intend to work

against it); rather, I will strive to tell a different halakhic story, one that accounts for the female

narrative and its missing perspective. Without doubt, some halakhically observant Jews will

regard this enterprise as subversive and revolutionary, for it claims that the halakhah fails to

properly grasp the world in which we live, and it thereby threatens to change the meaning of

halakhah in a drastic way. But what I mean to do is to articulate the sense of a growing number

of women and men that the patriarchal picture of the world that lies at the heart of the halakhic

system no longer corresponds to the circumstances of their lives. These individuals thereby

challenge the halakhic decisors to respond to the self-perception of a target audience both old

and new, one that is loyal to the traditional world but lives within a reality that often expresses

loyalty to values at odds with those of the traditional world.Even those of a conservative bent

will sometimes recognize subjective proclivities in halakhic decision-making, but it is only

natural that they will more often try to depict halakhic decisors as acting in an objective and

appropriate manner, heeding the call to rise above their personal inclinations. That perspective,

characteristic of the halakhic world itself, rejects as almost abhorrent the idea that halakhic

decisors, though male, are unable to rise above the fact of their maleness and resolve halakhic

questions in an objective manner, without favoring either men or women. Underlying the

conservative viewpoint is the assumption that although the involvement of human decisors



entails an amount of subjectivity in decision making, the system itself is able to neutralize that

influence, by requiring that its practitioners do what is right and just.1 In this sense, even

“subjectivity” is a product of the halakhah’s ethos and the manner in which it shapes the

decisor’s array of concepts and values.Those of a more critical bent will call this claim of the

system’s genderneutrality into question, however, seeing it as a manifestation of the fact that a

halakhic decisor, like a judge (and even a scientist), works within a specific intellectual

paradigm and reflects a particular consciousness. The positions taken by a decisor will

inevitably be influenced by his particular perspective, based on such factors as his culture and

values, his personal characteristics and experiences, as well as his gender. Some will go even

further, maintaining that masculine leanings within halakhah are so obvious, inasmuch as the

halakhah itself is a clearly masculine corpus, that they don’t require explanation or analysis.

Consequently, those engaged in academic study of Jewish law have neglected to address

these biases in the halakhah, and the issue has been rendered nearly invisible.The position I

will take rejects the naïve view that the halakhah is free of gender biases (in senses to be

explained later) but also rejects the claim of triviality, the contention that the masculine leanings

of the halakhah are so self-evident that they are not worthy of academic attention. First, if this

claim is so trivial and self-evident, why was it not addressed before the advent of feminist

criticism?2 Second, until the problem is clearly defined and its ramifications fully appreciated, it

will be nearly impossible to counter these biases and move toward a halakhah that is more

inclusive and egalitarian.My interest here is to examine the claimed objectivity of the halakhah

and to question how values that can be characterized as clearly male have made their way into

a system that is meant to be devoid of all subjective elements. To do so, I will first have to

consider the concept of gender objectivity in a broader context, and particularly the critique

that has been developed in feminist scientific and legal theory. The insights provided by this

critique of gender objectivity will serve as the background for an examination of the halakhah’s

masculinity in general and specifically of the gendered considerations that underlie the corpus

of halakhic rulings regarding reproduction.Feminist Critique of Scientific and Legal

MethodologySCIENTIFIC CRITICISMFeminist criticism of the sciences originated with the

growing sense of unease felt by feminist scholars regarding the universal application of studies

conducted using almost exclusively male subjects. In addition to highlighting this discrepancy

in the interpretation of results, feminist critics maintained that women had been deliberately

excluded from power centers by denying the force of their intellects and knowledge. The

scientific concept of knowledge was constructed through the use of rational instrumentalities

that were defined as masculine, while women were considered to be emotional and incapable

of abstract analytical thought. The mythos of “dispassionate investigation” preserved the

feminine stereotype and promoted the epistemic authority of the dominant group.3For our

purposes, the most significant aspect of feminist criticism of the sciences is the claim that even

the realm of knowledge that is perceived as most objective is not immune to subjective biases

and predispositions. In general, the sciences are assumed to be a realm of deductive

knowledge and inquiry characterized by hard facts and objective conclusions. This

positivistrationalist model used in the natural sciences has shaped the general approach to the

social sciences as well, which were understood to be value-free scientific fields in which

quantitative studies were focused on identifying the rules of social behavior.4The fundamental

premises of traditional science are that “good” investigation takes place in a vacuum; that it has

no predispositions; that it is “transparent” with respect to both method and investigator; and that

its proofs are objective. Feminist critics reject these claims and argue that there is always a gap

between proof and conclusion, a gap in which the subjectivity of the investigator finds



expression. Accordingly, all knowledge, including scientific knowledge, is “situated knowledge,”

conditioned on the knower’s situation and grounded in a specific context from which it cannot

be severed. Some feminist critics go further, maintaining that these predispositions affect all

stages of a study, not only the conclusions. They come into play as early as the point at which

the objects of study are identified and determined, and they continue to influence the planning

of the study, the definition of key terms, the determination of which proofs are relevant, the

collection and analysis of data, and, ultimately, the assessment of conclusions.For example,

feminist critics accuse traditional science of improperly attempting to maintain an unambiguous

barrier between the “context of discovery” and the “context of justification.” The “context of

discovery” deals with the preliminary stages of research—what is worthy of being studied, what

are the goals of the study, how the question to be studied is defined, what will be considered

relevant proof, and how much proof will be needed to allow for conclusions to be drawn. The

“context of justification” pertains to the stage at which proofs are evaluated: what establishes

proofs, how to assess them, and what conclusions may be drawn from them. Feminist criticism

argues that the sharp distinction between these contexts, and the greater emphasis on the

context of justification, conceal, on the one hand, the degree to which the context of discovery

fundamentally shapes the research being conducted and, on the other, the extent to which

biases make their way into the context of justification as well, making it impossible to assert

that that logical rules apply there in any absolute sense.Ultimately, every investigator perceives

reality from his or her own position, and what an investigator considers to be proof is

contingent on that positioning. Social, cultural, gender, and class status all affect what

individuals regard as proof and how they interpret it. Accordingly, it is impossible to properly

assess any knowledge without taking into account the identity of the knower. Paradoxically, the

greater the subject’s degree of self-reflection, the greater the objectivity of the results, because

the disclosure of predispositions allows the public to contextualize the findings.Among

scientists, one of the accepted methods for neutralizing predispositions and attempting to

maintain objectivity is to require replicability; that is, a study will be regarded as trustworthy

only if other investigators are able to reach the same results. Feminist criticism deems

replicability insufficient, for while it may be able to neutralize the predispositions of individuals

within the community of investigators, it cannot reveal shared or communal predispositions,

such as gender bias. Sandra Harding explains that biases that reflect values or interests that

are fundamental to the investigators’ worldview, to the point that they themselves are unaware

of them, will never be neutralized.5 Moreover, some biases are incorporated at the earliest

stages of inquiry, a part of the scientific process that is generally not subjected to

methodological rules, which pertain only to the testing of hypotheses that have already been

formulated. Therefore, even self-reflection on the part of the investigator cannot guarantee an

unbiased outcome.Of course, the feminist critique has not gone unanswered, and some critics

who accept the principles of its attack on “hard positivism” nevertheless believe that the

feminist claims have import only if they are raised within the accepted scientific framework, in

an attempt at methodological improvement. According to Sam Rakover, the scientific method is

both equipped and obligated to expunge from within itself all traces of prejudice, such as sexist

views of women; and he therefore objects strenuously to Harding’s claims regarding the need

to establish a “feminist science.”6 Feminist scholars respond that since science itself has a

history of ignoring these problems, it is nonetheless necessary to address them in a feminist

context. They assert that even if Harding’s stance is extreme, it is possible to envision scientific

studies guided by a “feminist sensitivity”7 that is based on an empirical understanding of

women’s experiences within a patriarchal reality. Such studies will be grounded on qualitative



methods, including in-depth interviews, observations, and historical texts. This sort of study, to

be sure, cannot claim “objectivity” in the accepted sense, nor can it be “public” or “replicable” in

the sense empiricism can (or presumes to) be. But neither does this sort of feminist science on

that account forfeit its scientific character; it loses only the ability to become more generalized—

at the expense of other women or oppressed groups.LEGAL CRITICISMFeminist jurists have

developed theoretical tools that can be of use in critiquing existing legal doctrines, and the

distinctive contribution of their criticism is the argument that in the realm of law, the

predominant ideological bias is masculine. According to this critique, the law reflects clearly

masculine conceptions of the world, modes of thinking, and values; and its concern is to

preserve a social order in which women occupy a position inferior to that of men.There is, of

course, no unanimity among feminist theorists regarding just what it is that makes the law

masculine. But while there are substantive disagreements regarding the origin of the law’s

gender biases, there is somewhat broader agreement regarding the tools and methods

advanced for remedying them within the legal system. Despite the vast amount that has been

written on the subject,8 in the following pages I want to consider the work of three prominent

feminist theorists, insofar as their writings most clearly represent the split between cultural and

radical feminism.9The Origin of Gender Biases in the LawThe first approach, based primarily

on the cultural feminism of Carol Gilligan, maintains that the law’s male bias derives from

modes of thought that are patently masculine. Gilligan sees a substantive distinction between

the “ethics of justice,” which characterizes the way boys think (she draws her example from

children’s games), and the “ethics of caring,” which typifies girls’ thinking.10 An “ethics of

justice” applies abstract rules to concrete situations; as such, it resembles the formal character

of law. An “ethics of caring,” meanwhile, strives to avoid the disputes likely to erupt when rules

are applied, and it highlights the value of a connective, personal approach. According to

Gilligan, women see questions of morality not in terms of rights and rules but in terms of

systems of relationship and responsibility.11 Applying Gilligan’s distinctions to feminist legal

criticism allows us to say that the law’s male biases result from the law having been produced

by men, who are guided by specific thought patterns that do not suit the female personality

structure.In fact, feminist legal scholars who have adapted Gilligan’s views to the legal realm

have suggested that conflicts should be resolved in a less formal manner, with less emphasis

on rules and legal precedents and more on the system of relationships (an idea similar in spirit

to mediation).12 That may be why this approach draws more fire than others and why some

believe that suggestions to reform the law in the spirit of cultural feminism are likely to be

destructive. In Richard Posner’s words: “What is true is that if society goes too far in making the

administration of law flexible, particularistic, ‘caring,’ the consequences will be anarchy, tyranny,

or both, which is why ‘people’s justice’ is rightly deprecated.”13Catherine MacKinnon also

criticizes this approach, arguing that to celebrate feminine distinctiveness is, in effect, to adopt

the masculine perspective. In her view, the common differences between the sexes do not

involve authentic female characteristics in which one may take pride; rather, they result from

male dominance and its systematic oppression and subordination of women. She

acknowledges that the recognition of differences has raised the esteem in which feminine

moral adjudication is held; but, she asks, when the differences are, in effect, a construct

produced by dominant males for their own purposes, how can they be regarded positively?Still,

there are several instances in which the Gilligan-inspired approach has been adopted in

American courts, and the growing tendency (at least in Israel) to rely on the tools of Alternative

Dispute Resolution (such as mediation) may be attributed to the influence of this approach as

well. It is also interesting to note that the few authorities within the Orthodox Jewish world who



regard feminism as a positive force promote an approach akin to Gilligan’s cultural feminism.

But more of that later.The second theory as to the origin of gender biases within the law is

articulated by MacKinnon herself, who represents radical feminism. She suggests that the law’s

male biases stem from the control exercised by men over women and argues that male

interests structure the law in a way that maintains that dominance. Were it not for male

dominance, women—and men as well—free of social coercion, would likely develop in other

ways, and many would develop inclinations and qualities that now tend to be suppressed within

the patriarchal culture.14 The first wave of feminist criticism, known as liberal feminism, argued

that women are not fundamentally different from men in ways that are socially relevant, and

therefore there should not be legal distinctions between women and men or barriers to

women’s full participation in society. Cultural feminism, in contrast, advanced the premise that

women are different, and therefore require special attention to their voices and their needs,

which are no less valuable than those of men. MacKinnon finds both of these approaches

distasteful, for both accept the male as the standard, the measuring rod to which women are

compared. Why, she asks, “should you have to be the same as a man to get what a man gets

simply because he is one?”15MacKinnon believes that the “theory of dominance” raises a

whole range of issues not previously considered, pertaining to the centrality of sex in acts of

injustice toward women, to sexual violence against women, and to women’s right to be

protected against such wrongs. Rape, incest, pornography, and sexual harassment are the

underpinnings of MacKinnon’s critical treatment of law. These phenomena, in her view, affect

primarily women; and because they represent the submission of women to male dominance,

they can be understood exclusively in terms of male dominion and power.There are many

examples of the law’s male biases that bear out MacKinnon’s concept of dominance.

Noteworthy in the context of this book is her critique of the rationale for allowing women to

elect to abort pregnancies during the first trimester.16 In its 1973 decision in Roe v. Wade, the

United States Supreme Court used the fundamental right to privacy as the legal basis for

overturning state bans on abortion. MacKinnon maintains that the court’s rationale is

dangerous because it perpetuates discrimination against women by legitimating the

continuation of their subjugation to men in the private sphere. If the liberal state does not

intervene in the private sphere, in which the greatest wrongs against women are perpetrated,

the state itself injures women and strengthens existing social practices.17 Regarding rape as

well, MacKinnon argues, the law reinforces society’s prevalent attitude, which fails to determine

in absolute terms what “force” is. In its concept of “consent,” the law simply confirms male

dominance, for it determines at the outset that consent is indicated by the absence of physical

resistance, thereby revealing its male biases. In other words, the law accepts the male version

of reality, which assumes (or infers) that there is consent to sexual relations in the absence of

physical opposition, and that verbal objections, even explicitly saying “no,” are not adequate. In

the very area where the law should be most sensitive to gender difference, it instead relies on

male societal norms and thereby reinforces them. In MacKinnon’s view, this is an unavoidable,

structural failing of the legal system.18Robin West, representing a third approach, suggests a

different origin for the law’s masculine leanings.19 In her view, the differentiation of women is

constructed on the basis of their distinct biological experiences, and the maleness of the law is

rooted in its failure to reflect—indeed, its disregard for—that distinctive life experience.20

According to West, liberal and critical theories of law provide two entirely different

phenomenological accounts of the human condition, but neither corresponds to women’s

experience.Classic legal liberalism asserts the “separation thesis,” according to which human

beings by definition are distinct from one another, and their distinctiveness encompasses the



political right to freedom and autonomy. But because every person is an individual,

autonomous entity, every person lives in perpetual fear of danger from the “other,” who may be

out to destroy him. Accordingly, the “separation thesis” posits the potential for attack by other

human beings, for the other always constitutes a source of danger and a threat to one’s

autonomy. In contrast, the critical approach argues that the fundamental state of human

separateness does not generate a celebration of autonomy but, rather, a perpetual aspiration

for relationship and association. The separate individual strives for connection with the other

from whom he is separate.According to West, neither the liberal nor the critical narratives

correspond to women’s reality. The fact that at some point in their lives women are materially

connected, in actuality or at least potentially, to the lives of other human beings has existential

implications. Thus, a feminine version of these narratives relies on an inverse assumption

regarding the human condition: rather than positing a “separation thesis,” it presumes a

“connection thesis.” But just as liberal and critical theories produce two different masculine

narratives, cultural and radical feminism tell two different feminine stories. According to cultural

feminism, women’s connection to others is a source of gratification, of feelings of intimacy.

According to radical feminism, meanwhile, the potential for connection that is experienced

concretely through sexual relations and pregnancy is the source of women’s degradation, of

their disempowerment and misery.West considers cultural feminism to be the “official story” for

women, while radical feminism provides the “unofficial story,” much as the liberal approach

provides the “official story” and the critical approach the “unofficial story” for men. Each “story”

adds to the complexity of the overall human narrative, and therefore no single story can provide

a comprehensive picture of reality. Feminine reality, like human reality overall, encompasses

genuine contradictions. For example, women’s potential for physical connection with others

necessarily entails both the capacity for intimacy and the possibility of unwanted “invasion” or

“penetration.” Correspondingly, the importance for men of physical separation necessarily

entails both the yearning for intimacy and the seeds of alienation. Thus, according to West,

both cultural and radical feminism tell valid stories, despite the empirical contradiction between

them. Women can value intimacy while fearing the incursion and penetration it makes possible,

and women can fear separation while yearning for the individualization that it makes possible.

Yet even though both men and women live with these internal contradictions, there is a great

difference between them: women, in contrast to men, experience these contradictions under

the oppressive conditions of patriarchy.In West’s view, all modern legal theories are, in

essence, masculine,21 for the values, dangers, and fundamental contradictions that

characterize women’s lives are in no way reflected in contracts, constitutional law, or any other

area of jurisprudence. The values that derive from women’s potential for connection are not

legally recognized as values, and the associated dangers are not legally recognized as

dangers. For example, neither sexual penetration nor the “penetration” of the woman’s body by

a fetus is recognized as an actionable tort. Sexual penetration in the case of rape is recognized

as tortious only when other harm is involved or when it is accompanied by violence in the form

recognized as such by men (that is, actual threat of physical destruction). Similarly, the fetus’s

“penetration” of its mother’s body is not understood as tortious, because the right to self-

defense is considered to be the right to protect the body against destruction, not against

incursion. The dangers presented by an unwanted fetus, however, are not dangers to bodily

security but to bodily integrity; they involve, for the most part, the woman’s fear of incursion into

her body and the prospect that she will never again be an independent self.22West’s complex

portrayal of women’s conflicted experiences regarding abortion and her assertions regarding

the law’s inability to account for or respond to these lived realities provides an invaluable tool



for analyzing the halakhic discourse on the same topic. As I will demonstrate, the theories of

Gilligan, MacKinnon, and West similarly serve as critical lenses for identifying and analyzing

gender biases in the halakhic corpus as a whole.Feminist Legal Methods: Revealing Gender

Biases in the LawThe foregoing discussion suggests a range of diverse, sometimes

contradictory, theories on the origin of gender inequality in society and in law. On the practical

level, however, feminist legal scholars have developed some legal methods about which there

seems to be broad consensus. These methods can serve as useful tools for identifying the

law’s gender biases, dismantling the patriarchal structures concealed within it, and initiating

legislation that avoids these pitfalls. When all is said and done, revealing the law’s implicit male

biases has become a principal goal of feminist legal theorists.To confront the objectivists’ claim

that legal discourse is gender-neutral, feminists adopt a “hermeneutic of suspicion.” Legal

discourse and principles can represent themselves as universal and gender-neutral but still

conceal androcentric assumptions insofar as they reflect an exclusively male narrative or

perspective. In that context, Katherine Bartlett proposes several essential methods to be used

in feminist legal theorizing; the most important for our purposes is that of “asking the woman

question.”23 This method aims to identify the practical consequences of legal rules and

practices that are perceived as gender-neutral and objective but actually result in

discrimination against women. “Asking the woman question” means considering: Does the

given law consider women as subjects? If not, how can this disregard of women be remedied?

Does the law take account of “feminine” values? Do/Can existing legal standards cause harm

to women? We will make considerable use of this method in examining halakhic positions on

reproductive issues.Implications for HalakhahAs noted, it is a matter of historical fact that only

men have served as accepted authorities within the halakhic system. Women never took part

in the halakhic decision-making process; the few exceptional cases are so extraordinary as to

have no bearing on the general principle.24 For the most part, that remains the case today,

though some marginal opinions maintain that, in theory, halakhic rulings by women are not

problematic.25 Despite this reality, mainstream halakhic authorities maintain that the ethos of

halakhic decision-making is one of objectivity and that halakhic decisions are not affected by

considerations outside the halakhah itself, least of all considerations related to the decisors’

gender identity.The question of gender biases in halakhah becomes particularly significant in

light of the legal theory that rejects formalism and recognizes the role of judicial discretion in

legal decision-making. In the following section I will demonstrate that legal formalism does not

accurately describe the halakhic process, which indeed assigns considerable latitude to the

decisor in all decisions. This latitude opens the door, at least theoretically, to the influence of

biases of various kinds, gender included.REJECTION OF HALAKHIC FORMALISMLegal

formalism is a school of thought that perceives the law as an autonomous system of rules and

norms under which all that is expected of the judge is to engage in deductive reasoning

independent of values, goals, or interpretive methods. The claim that halakhah is gender-

neutral is conceptually linked to formalistic approaches that portray halakhah as an objective

legal system of this nature and halakhic rulings as logically imperative results, arrived at by

pure deduction independent of values or other interests.26When speaking of halakhic

formalism, however, it is important to distinguish between halakhic language, which may sound

deductive although it does not necessarily reflect a process of formalistic thought, and a

formalist vision of the halakhic system. A prominent example of such a formalist vision of

halakhah appears in the writings of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, who describes the “halakhic

man” as a scientist who exists in an ideal world of a priori concepts, a world unimpaired by any

sort of historical or psychological contingencies.27 So understood, the halakhah is a complete,



closed system with internal rules of inference activated by an interpretive process having no

connection to the outside reality; accordingly, the halakhic process is unaffected by any

consideration of independent values. In R. Soloveitchik’s view, both the act of halakhic

conceptualization and the act of halakhic concretization—that is, halakhic decision-making—

are untainted by any contingency, subjectivity, or reduction to anything else:The halakhah has

no need to reflect the character of the halakhist, and neither changes in circumstance nor

historical events contribute to shaping it…. Psychologization or sociologization of the halakhah

are an assault on its soul…. If halakhic thought depends on psychological factors, it loses all its

objectivity and deteriorates to a level of subjectivity lacking all substance.28The theological

benefits of the formalistic approach are clear. Formalism ascribes certainty, stability, and,

especially, authenticity to the halakhic system. It affords the community of believers the sense

that pursuit of halakhic truth is the decisors’ foremost interest and that personal beliefs,

transient ideologies, or values that have not passed the test of time cannot distort their

assessments and, thereby, the process of interpretation and ruling. This type of certainty,

stability, and authenticity bears faithful witness to the divine source and eternal nature of the

Torah and the halakhah derived from it. But this concept of halakhah does not merely fail the

test of feminist criticism; it also fails to accurately describe the work of halakhic decisors, past

or present. Their language, to be sure, is the language of formalism, but closer examination

demonstrates that halakhic rulings are guided by values and ideology that even dictate,

sometimes from the outset, the rulings’ direction and content.Feminists reject halakhic

formalism as a matter of principle, for it is inconsistent with the interests of women. A formalist

outlook perceives the halakhic system as a closed corpus with internal decisional rules that are

deployed in the interpretive process with no connection whatsoever to the external situation.

Accordingly, if women have never been active within the halakhic system and their voices have

almost never been assigned any weight, there is no way for formalism, which by definition

preserves and reinforces the existing system, to allow for any substantive change.29As noted, I

do not believe that an actual examination of the halakhic decision-making process will find a

formalistic approach as extreme as that portrayed by Rabbi Soloveitchik. Contemporary

academic studies of halakhah have shown that there was never a categorical separation

between halakhah and morality.30 This point is significant in that it allows gender bias to be

recognized and contended with as one among many subjective factors that have always

existed alongside halakhah and influenced its development.31THE MALENESS OF

HALAKHAHTo conclude this discussion, I would like to consider the ways in which gender

biases within halakhah are manifested. In the remainder of the book, I will attempt to uncover

these biases in specific areas of halakhah in order to provide an alternative to the existing

halakhic narrative.32 Earlier, I presented three principal views regarding the source of the law’s

male biases. I believe there are three corresponding ways to conceive of the halakhah’s male

characteristics.The first claim regarding the “maleness” of halakhah, in the spirit of Gilligan’s

approach, is that traditional halakhah reflects a distinctly masculine way of thinking and,

consequently, that halakhic decision-making by women would look entirely different from

halakhic decision-making by men. In other words, the claim is that not only the content of the

halakhah but also its form, its analytical tools, its modes of inference, and its modes of

interpretation are all affected by a “maleness” that would be altered by “female” ways of

thinking. Arguments of this sort are made by those who seek “the female voice” in Torah study

—the modes of thought and interpretation characteristic of women, which, it is hoped, will

“redeem” the halakhah from its sterile masculine formalism. Rabbi Shimon Gershon Rosenberg

(Shagar), for example—a contemporary religious scholar who did not reject the feminist



religious revolution out of hand—sought the distinctive feminine voice in Torah study, which

would actually redeem Torah study from its lack of relevance and vision:Not infrequently, one

hears remarks about “the female voice in Torah study.” In my view, the problematic aspect of

women’s Torah study today is that it is merely an imitation of the male voice. The female voice

in Torah study is heard all too often as a thickened male voice. But, sad to say, the scholarly

and interpretive voices of the yeshiva often turned into standardized voices, a Torah of

banalities lacking relevance and vision. And if that is the case with regard to Torah study by

men, how much sadder should we be about the effort of women to imitate that voice.33As

noted earlier, although these claims seem quite radical and their implications for the integrity of

halakhah are far-reaching, it is specifically this approach, which maintains the inherent,

essentialist distinction between masculine and feminine “ways of being,” that has been adopted

by some traditional religious scholars.The second claim, in the spirit of MacKinnon’s radical

feminism, is that the halakhah is structured so as to preserve the existing patriarchal order—

that is, to maintain the domination of women by men. From that perspective one could argue,

for example, that the refusal of religious judges (dayanim) to adopt existing halakhic

mechanisms for resolving the situation of ‘agunot and women denied bills of divorce34 stems

not from the judges’ masculine mode of thought and failure to understand the plight of the

women affected but primarily from their desire to maintain and preserve the patriarchal system

under which men—be they husbands or the rabbinic establishment—rule over women.

Otherwise, it is hard to account for the consistent, sweeping, and systematic refusal to adopt

available halakhic solutions to the problem. Similarly, one could argue that the desire to

preserve the existing patriarchal order underlies rabbinic interest in preserving the traditional

family unit, which would likely be altered fundamentally with the adoption of an egalitarian

outlook. Thus, numerous halakhic principles that preserve or reinforce the traditional role of

women in the domestic sphere can be seen as part of the same drive for continued

dominance.35The third claim, inspired by West’s ideas, is that the life experiences of women,

their perceptions, feelings, and perspectives, are not and could not be suitably expressed

within halakhah because at no stage did women take any active role in shaping the halakhic

corpus. Accordingly, the “maleness” of halakhah and the gender biases within the system stem

from the fact that halakhah has been interpreted from a perspective informed by the life

experiences typical of men. The values and standpoints that derive from a masculine way of

life are the building blocks of a halakhic outlook that understandably has difficulty accounting

for or integrating the female perspective. The halakhic “story” as told from the male perspective

is only a partial story, and that limitation accounts for its gender biases. Even when halakhah

presumes to incorporate female experience, it does not regard it as equivalent in value to male

experience or as warranting the acceptance of women as equal partners in formulating

halakhah. At best, the female perspective will be expressed indirectly, filtered through a male

lens.Numerous examples of the halakhah’s male biases accord with this claim, but the

paradigmatic examples are related to the laws of modesty. The classic laws of modesty are

formulated from a distinctly male perspective and life experience, in the sense that women are

assumed to be sexual obstacles that men need to avoid, by means of limiting their visibility

rather than limiting the men’s activity. The implications of these constraints on the women

themselves are simply not considered.36 Tamar Ross highlights this bias with regard to the

prohibition on men hearing women sing (termed qol be-’ishah ‘ervah, lit. “a woman’s voice is

nakedness”):Women today ask why all the anxiety about the purity of men’s thoughts is not

accompanied by any concern about women’s experiences. Has any halakhist made the effort

to weigh the spiritual loss suffered by women through the silencing of their voices against the



supposed benefit to men? If modesty is a problem for men, why must women pay the price?

Moreover, are women’s voices in fact as seductive as they are said to be? A negative answer

to that question brings us back to the conclusion that the halakhah imposes inappropriate

responsibility on women, for the traditional bounds of modesty are always formulated

exclusively in terms of women’s seductiveness to men.37The halakhic position on the morally

difficult and complex question of abortion can likewise be critiqued from this perspective. The

prevalent halakhic rulings on the topic focus primarily on the status of the fetus and the

morality of terminating its existence. But is that the only relevant issue? Does a determination

of the fetus’s status provide the exclusive moral basis for such a decision? In other words, does

the fetus question tell the entire story, including the female point of view? Does it take into

account, as West articulates, the “basic contradiction” in the lives of women, who may want to

bear children but also feel threatened by the “invasion” of an unwanted fetus and by the loss of

their independence and sense of self?In light of all these issues, my contention that halakhah

is markedly masculine and that gender biases are often a feature of halakhic decisions does

not refer exclusively or even necessarily to those areas where there appears to be actual

discrimination against women. In most instances, the cases of evident discrimination can be

easily identified; indeed, they served as the earliest objects of Jewish feminist criticism.38 I

refer primarily to those areas of halakhah in which women must, in fact, be distinguished from

men and cannot be treated similarly to them, as with the reproductive issues that will be

addressed in this book. My central argument is that the ideological underpinnings of halakhic

decision-making in these areas reflect essentialist concepts of gender that often relate to

women as objects rather than subjects and fail to take their interests and perspectives

adequately into account. These ideological positions exert a hidden, subconscious influence on

interpretive processes—on the reading of sources, on the formulation of questions, and

ultimately, of course, on the rulings issued.Before ending, let me briefly explain some key

elements of halakhic methodology, including the significance of precedent, the kinds of

precedent and how they are treated, and the differences between private halakhic decisions

and those that are publicly issued.As a general rule, one can say that in Jewish law precedent

provides guidance but is not binding in the way it is in Anglo-American law.39 Several factors

may account for Jewish law’s rejection of the doctrine of binding precedent:401. Concern about

erroneous application of the precedent2. The idea that every judge is independent and

responsible for his own decisions3. The judge’s obligation to decide the case before him on its

own meritsConsequently, the principle of halakhah ke-batr’ai (the law is in accord with the view

of the later authorities) has become widely accepted. This principle affords substantial, but far

from unlimited, decisional latitude. Menahem Elon, a leading scholar in the field of Jewish law,

puts it this way: “This principle is designed to ensure freedom of decision for later

decisionmakers while still allowing for deference to earlier decisions, which are to be consulted

and carefully considered.”41 I emphasize the duty to consult precedent because even though

there is no obligation to rule in accordance with it, the Orthodox ethos nonetheless requires its

consideration (even if it ultimately is rejected). That point is particularly pertinent to the

discussion that follows, as I will attempt to illustrate the ways in which decisors deliberately

disregard sources or precedents that they find inconvenient and that, if consulted, might have

produced rulings more favorable to women.It is important as well to recognize the difference

between “public” and “private” rulings. The former apply to the community as a whole and are

usually published in writing, as with the responsa literature to be considered in this book. In

contrast, the latter are issued in camera, typically are not published, and are known, if at all,

only through oral accounts. Private rulings may be used to maintain the halakhic ethos and



norms of conduct that the decisors regard as appropriate for the community while still

recognizing the concrete problems that may arise in specific circumstances and generate

extremely difficult situations for individuals observant of halakhah. In the present study, I will

consider only the halakhic trends that are manifested in public, written rulings. I am well aware

that in the private sphere very different rulings have been rendered, but at this stage scholars

lack the data that could shed light on what transpires in that realm.42Overview of the BookPart

1 of the book deals with “sex without procreation.”Chapter 1 examines the religious mandate to

reproduce and presents a diachronic halakhic analysis that offers an alternative to the rhetoric

almost universally accepted today. According to contemporary halakhic discourse, the

commandment to reproduce is so important that other considerations—economics, family

welfare, emotional well-being, and so on—are not significant enough to justify any

comprehensive authorization of “family planning.” The alternative analysis I propose

demonstrates that this outlook is not obligatory or inevitable, for the biblical commandment to

reproduce, despite its weightiness, has in the past been qualified and limited to avoid

conflicting with other vital interests—or, at least, other vital interests of men.Chapter 2 focuses

on methods of birth control. My goal here is to note reasonable and significant interpretive

possibilities that have been excluded, unconsciously or knowingly, from halakhic assessments

of birth control techniques. Most often, the disregard for or rejection of these methods stems

from hidden, unconscious gender considerations. In some instances, the indirect result of the

rulings I consider could actually place women’s lives in jeopardy. In others, possibilities that

might have significantly improved women’s health or quality of life were rejected. I argue that

certain interpretive options were preferred for reasons grounded in a gender-based concept of

the nature and purpose of women generally. In this chapter I also examine the reasons for the

normative halakhic recommendation not to engage in family planning. These reasons are

affected by traditional ideas regarding the purpose and essence of women; and only recently,

in circles where the status of women has been moving toward equality with men, have we

begun to see inklings of change. That change is perceptible in the very formulation of halakhic

questions, which have begun to reflect a broader range of women’s interests and, of course, in

the “discovery” of solutions that were not previously on the table.In both chapter 1 and chapter

2, the use of feminist theories enables us to sharpen our criticism of concepts of gender that

emphasize the reproductive value of a woman at the expense of her value as a person and an

independent subject. At the same time, I reject feminist concepts that I regard as inconsistent

with the core halakhic ethos, namely, that a person is not “autonomous” in the accepted liberal

sense of the term, is not exempt from obligations that limit his or her freedom, and is therefore

subject to the command to populate the world.Chapters 3 and 4 deal with abortion. Their

principal thrust is to show, by means of a chronological halakhic analysis, that if contemporary

halakhic rulings had adopted a reasonable reading of earlier sources (a reading influenced by

a more egalitarian understanding of the role of women), the stringent picture on display today

could have been very different. Here I attempt to prove that the more lenient interpretive

options have been rejected because the decisors’ unarticulated gender assumptions fail to take

account of women’s fundamental interests and fail to respect them as persons. Even the more

lenient decisions are not free of problematic gender considerations, nor are they based on an

egalitarian stance toward women, but practically they can eradicate the patriarchal concept of

women as being meant almost exclusively for reproduction and child rearing. Here, too, a

review of the various philosophical and feminist positions regarding the moral problems raised

by abortion enables us to probe the gender concepts implicit in the halakhic decisions. That

said, I absolutely reject moral positions (not necessarily feminist) holding that a woman’s rights



over her body, or the fetus’s lack of human characteristics, can justify abortion on demand even

at the very late stages of a pregnancy. That idea would have to be rejected even if we were to

find within the halakhic tradition interpretive possibilities that supported it.Part 2 of the book

considers “procreation without sex.”In this unit, I direct attention to modern technological

means for bringing children into the world; these include artificial insemination, in vitro

fertilization, and surrogacy. Chapter 5 is a survey of feminist and more general literature on

these topics, whereas chapter 6 examines halakhic attitudes toward the use of such

technologies.These issues are treated somewhat differently from those taken up in part 1.

Owing to the recent discovery and development of these scientific techniques, the methods

themselves were obviously not addressed in earlier halakhic literature (with the exception of a

process analogous to artificial insemination). But even on a conceptual plane, halakhic

discussion of these reproductive technologies breaks new ground, as it requires an unbundling

of processes hitherto considered natural and therefore essential—that is, the separation of

genetic from gestational motherhood. Accordingly, the halakhic situation resembles a legal

case that addresses a lacuna in the law: in the absence of legal norms, judges are not guided

by preexisting rules and standards, and they have broad discretion in their rulings. Similarly, in

the absence of clear halakhic rules regarding reproductive technologies, decisors are granted

broad discretion. Their tendency to rule leniently, and their evident interest in authorizing the

use of advanced technology at almost any cost, attest to the values that they consider

fundamental to halakhah. If the value attached to reproduction is so great that it trumps other

moral considerations, it is fair to ask what other values are neglected or ignored in the interest

of reproduction. The absence of ethical considerations that might well constrain the halakhic

rulings and that are intimately linked to gender (as demonstrated by feminist literature that is

presented extensively in these chapters) reflects clear gender-related messages, which I

consider in this context. Note that, after considering the traditional sources, this book will treat

contemporary orthodox halakhah only and not the halakhic verdicts issued in other Jewish

movements, which merit separate inquiry.In summary, the chapters of this book revolve around

the axis between sex and reproduction. The first four chapters take a critical look at the link

between these spheres and consider the halakhic possibilities available to those seeking to

unbundle them. The final two chapters deal with cases of reproduction that do not involve

regular sexual relations, which can serve as a litmus test not only for the decisors’ thinking

about reproduction in general but also for its assumed and assigned significance in the lives of

women.PART ONESex without ProcreationCHAPTER ONE“Be Fruitful and Multiply”The

hegemonic halakhic discourse of contemporary Orthodoxy speaks of the commandment to

procreate in terms that enhance its importance beyond what is implied by the original halakhic

sources. In Ultra-Orthodox and even some nationalist Ultra-Orthodox circles, the

commandment to “be fertile and increase,” and, especially, the attendant directives that will be

discussed below, are taken far beyond what would be expected of a halakhic discourse that

balances the bearing of children along with an array of other considerations pertinent to a

person’s life. In many sectors of religious society, the commandment to procreate is understood

to require an uninterrupted chain of pregnancies, thereby circumscribing women’s lives and

opportunities in particular.I begin my discussion with the feminist positions that attribute

women’s continued inferior position in society principally to the burdens of child rearing, which

they primarily bear. Feminists note that the responsibility of procreation, which gives

prominence to a woman’s biological qualities, and the responsibility of child rearing, which

emphasizes her presence in the private, domestic domain, preserves a twofold gender-based

distinction: the distinction between private and public spheres and the distinction between



material and spiritual/intellectual spheres. Does the halakhic discourse accept this dichotomy

between men and women? Do rabbis understand the worth of women solely in terms of their

childbearing and child-rearing function? Is motherhood regarded as an inherent expression of

femininity?My analysis of the halakhic sources will call into question the way in which the

commandment to procreate has been construed in recent generations and taken to imply a

requirement to engage in ceaseless childbearing, and it will seek out alternative halakhic

voices that have been marginalized by contemporary halakhic rhetoric.Feminist Positions on

Procreation and Birth ControlRegulating the birthrate has always been a matter of interest to

society because of its implications for sexual behavior, population size, and the role of women.

In the professional literature, “family planning” is generally defined as the right of all people to

decide, freely and responsibly, on the number of and spacing of their children, including the

right to have no children at all.1 However, “family planning” is recognized as uniquely a right of

women, unconnected to questions of responsibility for child care and child rearing. In its

deepest sense, the concept reflects a woman’s right to protect her body and her health, her

right to personal autonomy, pleasure and happiness, her right to develop the full range of her

talents and abilities, and the equality of her rights and responsibilities to those of men—not

only in the domain of the family but in the economic, cultural, political, and social realms as

well.2 It should be emphasized that the encouragement of “family planning,” as here defined,

does not necessarily imply less procreation. A reduction in the number of offspring will depend

on a wider range of factors, such as socioeconomic conditions or the value ascribed to

procreation within a particular society. The point is that because family planning is a basic

human right, decisions related to it must be arrived at with full awareness of a birth’s actual and

potential implications for the couple (especially the woman), the child, the family, and society

overall.In that respect, there is a profound difference between family planning in Malthusian

discourse, which calls for its use because of worldwide demographic concerns and is

interested primarily in diminishing the number of births, and family planning in a rights-based

discourse. The Malthusian League and similar organizations are interested mainly in the

danger that an exploding population might outstrip the world’s limited natural resources; that is,

in the potential imbalance between the demographic situation and the ability of a particular

state or the world overall to support it. The discourse they promote treats family planning from

the perspective of national and international goals and preferences related to population

growth. As such, it does not focus on human rights issues related to family planning—for

example, the need to provide information, education, and services that will allow all to

determine, freely and responsibly, the size of their families and the intervals between their

children. It direct even less attention to the need for family planning in order to enable women

to free themselves as individuals, to express fully their rights to social, economic, and political

equality.That multiple pregnancies, births, and children are constraints on a woman’s personal

and professional prosperity is taken almost for granted, and indeed this assumption has been

confirmed by numerous empirical studies conducted in various places throughout the world

and on a range of populations.3 Fullam, accordingly, can argue: “If there is one single factor

above all others which is responsible for the low status of women, it is possibly uncontrolled

fertility. And there is growing evidence that fertility control is related to educational achievement

and employment opportunities.”4Studies have shown that in societies in which women are

concerned primarily with domestic and child-rearing matters, pregnancy rates are high. Often

in these societies, the subordination of women to men and the lack of communication between

the members of the couple pose an obstacle to family planning and to a diminished pregnancy

rate.5 The findings suggest that the longer women delay marriage and the start of



childbearing, the better able they are to complete their education and professional training and

secure interesting, substantive, and high-paying work.6Increasing the participation of women in

the workforce and providing higher levels of education are usually suggested as means for

diminishing childbearing and increasing women’s ability to act autonomously.7 That suggestion

rests in part on the premise that involvement in activities outside the home will provide an

alternative source of satisfaction, one that can compete with the satisfaction of child rearing, as

well as a higher standard of living—along with greater exposure to information about birth

control. The data regarding women show a correlation between larger family size and

employment in less professional and lower-paying jobs. Consistent with the United Nations

report on the status of women and family planning (1975), many nations are noting correlations

between having fewer children and higher educational attainment by women.The picture

conveyed by the data, then, is that procreation is not something freely chosen by individuals in

all societies and that it is linked to a lower status for women, to unequal opportunities for

education and livelihood, and to conditions of poverty. These facts are both cause and effect of

the persistence of a situation in which women occupy a low status and are discriminated

against, and this vicious cycle has led many investigators to conclude that family planning

programs alone will not be effective and that there must also be an overall improvement,

unrelated to questions of procreation, in the status of women.Pregnancy and motherhood, as

capacities unique to women, have been a focus of interest for feminist thinkers who try to

explain the inferior position of women in society.8 Some have considered these female

capacities to be the source of women’s oppression and have therefore considered abandoning

them; others have argued that it is not the capabilities or the experiences that should be given

up but the oppressive ideology associated with them. That ideology construes the existence of

women as having value only with respect to birthing and raising children; effectively, it restricts

women to the private sphere, with no ability to find an appropriate place in the labor market

and, therefore, with no real way to improve their social and personal status. Both groups of

thinkers believe that motherhood is not necessarily the embodiment of femaleness, and all

consider the ability to control procreation to be a basic and legitimate right of every woman. For

that reason, they examine birth control solely with respect to safety and effectiveness and not

with respect to moral considerations, which, in their view, simply do not exist.The

Commandment to Procreate and Its Religious SignificanceThe requirement to reproduce first

appears in the Bible as a blessing granted to men and women alike in the context of Creation

—“God blessed them and God said to them, ‘Be fertile and increase, fill the earth and master

it; and rule the fish of the sea, the birds of the sky, and all the living things that creep on the

earth’ ” (Gen. 1:28). By the tannaitic period, however, this blessing was understood as a

positive commandment applicable to men only.9 The great importance attached to this

commandment is attested to by the profusion of discourses and statements on the topic by the

talmudic sages10 and in their halakhic application in post-talmudic literature. For example, the

commandment to procreate is deemed the purpose for which the world was created—“the

world was created only for fertility and increase”11—and the Talmud asserts that King

Hezekiah will be denied a place in the world-to-come because he declined to engage in

procreation.12 However, the words of Ben Azai are perhaps the sharpest articulation of this

position:Ben Azai says: One who refrains from engaging in procreation is as if he shed blood

and nullified the [divine] image, as it is said [Gen. 9:6] “For in His image did God make man”

and it continues [Gen. 9:7] “Be fertile, then, and increase, etc.” (T Yev. 8:7)Various parallel texts

suggest that the rabbis had reservations about equating one who refrains from procreation with

one who sheds blood, but the forceful wording here—“as if he shed blood”; “nullified the [divine]



image”—speaks for itself.As for the post-talmudic literature, the twelfth- and thirteenth-century

Tosafists refer to procreation as “a great commandment,”13 and while the author of Sefer Mi�“vot

Gadol and Maimonides do not list it first in their enumerations of the commandments, by the

fourteenth century it was listed first by the author of Sefer Ha-�$inukh, who thereby stressed its

special significance.14 The importance attached to procreation is further demonstrated by the

permission granted to sell a Torah scroll if necessary to enable its fulfillment; the only other

commandment for which a Torah scroll may be sold is Torah study itself.15In the tannaitic

context, Yair Lorberbaum16 suggests viewing the commandment to procreate as a theurgic

duty meant to aggrandize and expand the divine:17 the fact that man was created in God’s

image implies that procreation entails the production of more copies of the divine image. To

state it differently, God had the same aim in creating humanity and in creating humanity’s

procreative mechanism: an ongoing augmentation of the divine image. This rationale explains

why the sages regarded the commandment as so important and transformed it into so

fundamental an aspect of their worldview that they equated its abandonment with the shedding

of blood.Historians take a different tack, placing greater emphasis on the broad social and

cultural context. Gafni, Satlow, and Schremer,18 for example, maintain that the positions taken

by Jews in both major centers—Babylonia and the Land of Israel—were significantly influenced

by the way marriage was seen in the surrounding societies and cultures. In fact, they argue

that the differing concepts of marriage in Roman-Hellenistic society and in the Persian-

Zoroastrian world explain some of the differences between attitudes in the two large centers of

Jewish life concerning the importance of marriage and procreation, the tension between the

intellectual-scholarly world and the institution of marriage, and various solutions proposed for

dealing with these problems. In the Land of Israel, men married at a relatively late age, allowing

them to study Torah unencumbered by the obligations of married life. In Babylonia, in contrast,

men married young but tended to leave their wives for extended periods to study

Torah.Regardless of whether one favors the theological explanation or the historical one, it is

clear that for the talmudic sages, the commandment to reproduce was among the most

important religious imperatives. Nonetheless, it does not appear to have been regarded as an

absolute value, trumping all else. I want to direct attention here to the rabbinic voices that

challenged the capacity of this commandment, despite its fundamental standing, to overcome

all other considerations or interests that might arise during a person’s life. Those other

considerations and interests include the tension between the commandment to study Torah

and the commandment to procreate;19 the relationship between economic status and

fulfillment of the commandment; and the determination of the number of children one must

have in order to fulfill one’s religious obligation as a matter of biblical (as distinct from rabbinic)

law.20WOMEN’S EXEMPTION FROM THE COMMANDMENTMISHNAH. A man is

commanded to be fertile and increase; not so a woman. Rabbi Yo�%anan ben Beroqa [disagrees

and] says: Of both it says “God blessed them and God said to them, ‘Be fertile and

increase.”’GEMARA. How do we know this? Said Rabbi Ilaa in the name of Rabbi Eleazar ben

Rabbi Simeon: Scripture said: “Fill the earth and conquer [NJPS: master] it” [Gen. 1:2.8]; it is a

man’s way to conquer, but it is not a woman’s way to conquer. [But, it might be objected] on the

contrary; it says “conquer it” [using a plural verb], implying two [are to do so]! Said Rav Na�%man

ben Isaac: it is written “conquer it” [using a singular verb; that is, the written form, the ketiv,

uses a singular verb; it is the qeri, the vocalized form that is read, that uses a plural verb]. Rav

Joseph said: We learn it from this [Gen. 35:11]: “I am El Shaddai. Be fertile and increase

[singular verbs]”; it does not say “Be fertile and increase [plural verbs].” (BT Yev. 65b)This

mishnah introduces two key innovations: it emphasizes the duty to reproduce, treating



procreation as a commandment rather than as the blessing implied by the plain meaning of the

biblical verse; and it interprets the verse as addressed exclusively to men, Rabbi Yo�%anan ben

Beroqa’s dissent notwithstanding.Women’s exemption from the commandment to be fertile and

increase is surprising, to say the least. Procreation is not a time-determined positive

commandment (from which women, as a rule, are exempt), and the gemara’s argument

suggests at most that the nature of the commandment (“to conquer”) is more suited to the

male character. But is that sufficient grounds to exempt women? The Talmud’s positive

response to that question is difficult for several reasons:Transforming God’s blessing in

Genesis into a commandment would seem to necessitate its application to both members of

the couple, since it was bestowed upon both man and woman (as per its phrasing in the plural)

and it is a requirement that cannot be fulfilled without the participation of both.The desire to

bring children into the world is understood (in a patriarchal worldview) to be a natural and

essential characteristic of woman; why, then, exclude her from a religious act that is associated

with her more than anything else?The rationale that it is not a woman’s way “to conquer,” for all

the gender-based distinctions it incorporates, does not really explain why women should

therefore be exempt from the commandment to procreate. If the term “to conquer” is

understood in its plain, militaristic sense, it is not clear how it relates to the commandment of

procreation altogether. If, on the other hand, the term alludes to sexual drive or to

assertiveness and initiative in sexual relations, it seems that the Torah means to impose the

duty to fulfill the commandment on one who by nature is suited to doing so. But even if we

accept the theological claim that the Torah’s commandments correspond to human nature,

there are, nonetheless, two distinct layers of the commandment to reproduce. There is the

sexual act itself, which requires the sexual assertiveness that the rabbis associate with men,

but there is also the purpose and result of the sexual act—children who need to be birthed and

raised—and the rabbis’ worldview regards women as naturally suited to fulfill that role. In that

light, woman’s exclusion from the commandment is even more surprising; correspondence

between character and commandment exists here with respect to the woman no less than with

respect to the man.21In order to resolve these peculiarities, we will need to consider the

halakhic rule that governs women’s obligations and exemptions from commandments in

general.The Mishnah states: “with respect to every positive commandment that is time-

determined—men are obligated and women are exempt.”22 In practice, however, that rule is

not strictly followed, and there are numerous exceptions both in terms of obligations and

exemptions.23 However, the explanations offered for these exceptions do tend to be rational (at

least from the sages’ perspective). For example, the explanation for exempting a woman from

the commandment of Torah study (which is not time-determined and in theory ought to apply to

a woman) is based either on assumptions regarding her cognitive skills, suggesting that she is

not intellectually qualified for such study,24 or on assumptions regarding her character,

suggesting that the character traits that develop among Torah scholars are ill suited to

women.25Scholars and halakhists have tried to characterize the logic behind women’s

exemption from some commandments but not from others. Safrai believes that the exemptions

reflected the reality of women’s lives and were not meant to be a normative determination.26 In

contrast, Zohar claims that “there can be no doubt that a man’s more extensive obligations with

respect to commandments, in comparison to those of a woman, was seen as an advantage.”27

In other words, according to Zohar, the difference between men’s and women’s obligations

must be understood against the background of their difference in status. Women have less

independence (because others have authority over them), and consequently they have fewer

duties with respect to fulfilling commandments. In that vein, feminist scholars see the exclusion



of women from certain commandments as a clear sign of discrimination against them,

evidence of a desire to deny them a foothold within the realm of significant or “prestigious”

religious activity.28 Berman, in contrast, reasons that Judaism in fact does not define a

“suitable” or “necessary” role for women but nevertheless encourages women to play the role

of wife, mother, and homemaker because Jewish continuity as a nation depends on it.29 The

exemptions from certain commandments ensure that if a woman chooses these assignments,

no religious duties will stand in her way and interfere with her discharging them.Some scholars

believe that the exemption from the commandment to procreate reflects a patriarchal worldview

that meant to increase a woman’s dependence on her husband. David Daube, for example,

recognizes that from a certain perspective, exempting women is in line with contemporary

liberal tendencies that stress reproductive freedom and a woman’s right to decide freely

whether to bear children. But he believes that given the historical context, Rabbi Yo�%anan ben

Beroqa’s position—that women are indeed included in the commandment to procreate—should

be read in light of his overall approach, which tends to be more “pro-woman” in other halakhic

areas as well.30 A woman would have been afforded important advantages by being included

within the commandment, and her exclusion leads to her subservience to and absolute

dependence on her husband.31 Judith Romney Wegner effectively argues that women’s

subservience to their husbands within a patriarchal world requires no explanation or

justification, and accordingly, when the rabbis of the Mishnah saw a need to establish or even

to impose the man’s sexual rights, the woman was treated arbitrarily, as chattel.32 Regarding

woman’s exclusion from the commandment to procreate, she writes:Like Yohanan b. Broqa …

we wonder at the sages’ assertion that the commandment of procreation was directed solely to

the man. The Mishnah offers no explanation…. The only reasonable interpretation is that the

sages perceive woman in this context not as a person subject to a duty, but simply as a baby-

incubator, a vehicle for the man’s implementation of the divine command.33I am not at all sure

that these explanations can account for the exemption in our case. As noted, the rationale

given by the gemara here explains little and primarily raises additional questions. The

commandment to procreate is not a time-determined positive commandment, nor is it likely to

interfere with a woman’s fulfillment of her role as wife and mother; on the contrary, it would only

strengthen and confirm that role. It therefore is not clear what purpose is served by the

exemption.I want to suggest that exempting women from the commandment to procreate, even

if originally motivated by the factors proposed by Daube and Wegner, had the practical effect of

allowing for flexibility in carrying out the commandment. It is fair to assume that this flexibility

primarily benefited men, facilitating their involvement in Torah study, but it served the needs of

women as well.34 The Babylonian Talmud draws a direct connection between women’s

exemption from the commandment to procreate and the authorization to avoid pregnancy by

drinking a sterility potion. The point is clearly illustrated in the following story:Judith, the wife of

Rabbi �$iyya, had difficulty in giving birth. She donned a disguise, came before Rabbi �$iyya, and

asked: Is a woman commanded to be fertile and increase? He said to her: No. She went and

drank a sterility potion. Eventually, the matter became known [to Rabbi �$iyya]. He said to her: If

only you had borne me one more pregnancy. (BT Yev. 65b)There is much of interest in this

story, but it is enough to mention here that Judith had to disguise herself in order to gain her

husband’s attention and, perhaps, even his sympathy for her request to avoid additional

pregnancies. What most interests me is the story’s halakhic implications. Is a woman permitted

to avoid pregnancy only in a case of “difficulty giving birth,” or might this be a more

fundamental authorization, extended on account of her exemption from the commandment to

procreate? The Talmud, to be sure, states that the reason for her wanting to be sterilized was



“difficulty giving birth”; theoretically, this suggests that the authorization is conditioned on that

difficulty and limited to those cases. But a more careful reading, I believe, suggests that nothing

in Rabbi �$iyya’s ruling implies a direct causal relationship between difficulty giving birth and the

authorization to be sterilized. Just the opposite: his halakhic conclusion is formulated as an

abstract principle unconnected to the concrete circumstances that provoked his wife’s question.

From the foregoing, we may infer that one not commanded to be fertile and increase is

permitted to use a sterilization potion (referred to as a “cup of roots”) in order to prevent

unwanted pregnancies. We may not infer that the woman’s exemption from the commandment

provides unlimited authority to prevent pregnancy—but neither may we infer the converse, that

the man’s obligation to fulfill the commandment precludes the use of birth control methods that

are otherwise halakhically acceptable. My argument here is limited to the following: In the time

of the Mishnah and Talmud, there were no known birth control methods for men that did not

result in permanent sterility. Since men were obligated to procreate, they could not take actions

that would permanently prevent them from fulfilling that duty. On the other hand, women,

because they were not bound by the commandment to reproduce, were permitted to become

permanently sterilized.35 In other words, the exemption of women from the commandment to

procreate, as a practical matter, served the interests of men who for one reason or another

wanted to avoid having additional children. Of course, it could serve the interests of women as

well, albeit indirectly.The Extent of the CommandmentTHE MINIMUM NUMBER OF

CHILDREN PRESCRIBED BY BIBLICAL LAWMISHNAH. One should not refrain from

procreation unless he has children. The House of Shammai say: [he must have a minimum of]

two males; the House of Hillel say: a male and a female, as it is said (Gen. 5:2): “male and

female He created them.”GEMARA. This implies that one who has children may refrain from

procreation but may not refrain from having a wife. This supports what Rav Na�%man said in the

name of Samuel, for he said: Even if one has several children, he is forbidden to be unmarried,

for it is said: (Gen. 2:18): “It is not good for man to be alone.” But some say: This implies that

one who has children may refrain from procreation and may refrain as well from having a wife.

Shall we say that this contradicts what Rav Na�%man said in the name of Samuel? No—[it means

that] if he has no children, he should take a wife capable of bearing children; if he has children,

he may take a wife incapable of bearing children. What is the practical difference? A Torah

scroll may be sold to pay wedding expenses only if the marriage is for the purpose of bearing

children.The House of Shammai say: two males…. It was taught in another baraita: Rabbi

Nathan says, the House of Shammai say: a male and a female; the House of Hillel say: a male

or a female. Rava said: What is the rationale for the House of Hillel’s view as reported by Rabbi

Nathan? For it is said (Isa. 45:18): “He did not create it a waste, but formed it for habitation,”

and he has made it [more] inhabited…. This mishnah is not in accord with the view of Rabbi

Joshua, for it was taught in a baraita: Rabbi Joshua says: If a man married a woman in his

youth, he should marry a woman in old age; if he had children in his youth, he should have

children in his old age, as it is said (Eccl. 11:6): “Sow your seed in the morning and don’t hold

back your hand in the evening, since you don’t know which is going to succeed, the one or the

other, or if both are equally good.” … Rav Matna said: The halakhah is in accord with Rabbi

Joshua. (BT Yev. 61b–62b)At the outset, it should be noted that the duty to procreate as

delineated in biblical law is minimal, according to both the House of Hillel and the House of

Shammai. If the commandment to reproduce is so important, why rest content with only two

children? It seems to me that the disagreement between the House of Hillel and the House of

Shammai regarding whether it is a son and a daughter or two sons is not terribly important

compared to voices of those who want to limit the number even further.At least according to



one of the reported traditions, the House of Hillel requires only one child for fulfillment of the

commandment,36 and the Jerusalem Talmud (Yerushalmi) likewise implies that the House of

Hillel’s position is more lenient than the House of Shammai’s, requiring fewer births.37

According to the Yerushalmi on our mishnah, the House of Hillel should be understood not as

disputing the House of Shammai’s view but as agreeing with them that the commandment is

fulfilled with two sons or even with a son and a daughter. The rationale for that understanding is

that otherwise (that is, if the House of Hillel required at least one male and one female and did

not regard two males as fulfilling the commandment), this mishnah would be one of the

relatively rare instances in which the House of Shammai is the more lenient of the two. But this

mishnah is not included in the listing of those instances set forth in tractate ‘Eduyot;38

accordingly, the House of Hillel must be read as expanding on the House of Shammai’s view

rather than as disputing it.Moreover, the beginning of the passage may suggest that the

commandment to reproduce is secondary in importance to the commandment to take a wife

(either to relieve the sexual impulse and avoid succumbing to licentiousness or simply because

“it is not good for man to be alone”); for if fulfilling the commandment to reproduce were the

sole purpose of marriage, why not remain single once the commandment was fulfilled? That

possibility is rejected through the distinction between a fertile woman and a woman “incapable

of bearing children.” Even after a man has fulfilled the commandment to procreate, he must be

married; however, at that point he may marry a woman who cannot bear children. As noted, our

mishnah regards the requirement as fulfilled by two children—a minimalist position. The low

number may be driven by the desire to limit the obligation to divorce an infertile or inadequately

fertile wife after ten years or take a second wife; if only two children suffice to fulfill the

commandment, those circumstances will be less likely to eventuate. Alternatively, the low

number may be understood as an effort to limit the scope of the commandment because of its

conflict with the commandment to study Torah. In any case, Rabbi Joshua’s statement at the

end of the passage stands clearly at odds with the mishnah’s inclination, as the gemara itself

states: “This mishnah is not in accord with the view of Rabbi Joshua.”39“DON’T HOLD BACK

YOUR HAND IN THE EVENING”: TALMUDIC DISCUSSIONAs noted, the Mishnah defines the

obligation to procreate to mean the obligation to produce two children. Rabbi Joshua seemingly

disagrees with that determination, asserting that one must never stop procreating. The editing

of the talmudic passage may reflect polemical opposition to limiting the biblical commandment

and support for maximizing procreation. Alternatively, as suggested below, Rabbi Joshua’s

statement can be seen as an expansion of the mishnaic rule that is not necessarily at odds

with it.Rabbi Joshua’s statement appears in the context of a series of homilies on the verse

“sow your seed in the morning,” whose main purpose seems to be to offer advice on how to

lead one’s life successfully. Other such recommendations include sowing one’s field at various

times and studying Torah both in youth and in old age, for one never knows what will endure

and what will be lost or forgotten. It can fairly be concluded that the recommendation to

continue having children is similar in nature—advice and encouragement to bear more than

two children so as to ensure that the biblical commandment will be fulfilled.40In what follows, I

will try to ascertain whether that ambivalence regarding Rabbi Joshua’s statement made its

way into the writings of the medieval and early-modern authorities or whether the statement

was taken at face value as a halakhic determination, effectively annulling the limitation on the

number of children needed to fulfill, as a matter of biblical law, the commandment to

procreate.VIEWS OF THE MEDIEVAL AUTHORITIESR. Isaac Alfasi (Rif)41 determines that

Rabbi Joshua does not express disagreement with the mishnah. His text of the gemara does

not include the comment that “this mishnah is not in accord with the view of Rabbi Joshua”;



moreover, he differentiates between the duty as defined in biblical law and as defined in

rabbinic law. According to biblical law, one son and one daughter suffice; Rabbi Joshua’s more

expansive view is according to rabbinic law.R. Zera�%iah Ha-Levi42 (known as Ba’al Ha-Ma’or)

disagrees with Rif on the meaning and force of “in the evening.” He sees a clear contradiction

between the mishnah, which limits what needs to be done to satisfy the biblical commandment,

and Rabbi Joshua’s statement, which rejects any such limit. Consistent with that, he argues

against regarding both views as halakhically authoritative; rather, the halakhah accords with

Rabbi Joshua, and even if a man has fulfilled the commandment to “be fruitful and multiply,” he

is not free of his halakhic obligation to procreate. Only in unusual circumstances will it matter,

in effect, whether one has already fulfilled the basic commandment: for example, a man is not

required to divorce a wife who has been barren for ten years if he himself has already fulfilled

the basic requirement to father a son and a daughter. R. Asher b. Jacob (Rosh) takes a similar

view.43Na�%manides’s comments on Alfasi explain the difference between the biblical and

rabbinic duties in the following terms:Said the writer: our rabbi [Alfasi] means to interpret the

truth and resolve the statements, for if Rabbi Joshua’s view were a matter of biblical law, there

would be no point to the dispute between the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel

regarding the offspring…. Rather, the biblical law is according to the House of Hillel … and

rabbinic law is that he continues to sow his seed for as long as it is possible for him to do so….

For if that were a matter of biblical law, he would be lashed [for failure to comply], but for a

rabbinic commandment, not formally enacted but established as a sort of norm for life, we do

not treat him so strictly…. But because the rabbinic commandment is a sort of custom for

proper conduct … and there is no prohibition mentioned in connection with it—rather, taking a

wife is a commandment from the outset—he is not required to do so and one not wanting to do

so is not labeled a transgressor. But he should never cease to have a wife, for that is forbidden.

(Mil�%emet Ha-Shem [Na�%manides] on Rif, BT Yev. 62b)Na�%manides’s comments establish a clear

hierarchy of values. Marriage has a purpose in its own right, and is not merely a means for

fulfilling the commandment to be fertile and increase. As a matter of biblical law, there is an

obligation to sire a son and daughter but nothing more, and one who does not want more

children than that is not labeled a transgressor.To summarize, most medieval authorities

regarded “in the evening” as a rabbinic commandment having less force than the biblical

commandment to be fertile and increase. Nonetheless, some medieval authorities clearly

disdained individuals who limited their procreative activity. The Tosafot equate siring only one

son and one daughter to decreeing the extinction of the Jewish people: “But the progeny of

Abraham will come to an end if people sire only a son and a daughter” (BT BB 60b).

Rhetorically, this statement seems critical of the notion that one fulfills the biblical requirement

to “be fertile and increase” by having two children. It is unclear, however, whether it was

intended as a halakhic determination or merely as practical advice that one should not rest

content with only one son and one daughter.Maimonides, in contrast, does not see the binding

purpose of the commandment as maintaining the nation or inhabiting the world, and he avoids

citing the verse from Isaiah (“He did not create it a waste, but formed it for habitation”)

anywhere in his treatment of procreation. To understand his position on the force of “in the

evening,” let me quote his comments in the order in which they appear in Hilkhot ’Ishut:1. A

woman who after marriage gives her husband permission to withhold her conjugal rights from

her, this is permitted. When does this apply? When he has children, for in that case he has

already fulfilled the commandment [to be fertile and increase]. If, however, he has not yet

fulfilled it, he is obligated to have sexual intercourse with her according to his schedule until he

has children, because this is a positive commandment of the Torah, as it is said “[Be fertile and



increase”] (Gen. 1:28)…. (Maimonides,Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot ’Ishut 15:1; Yale Judaica

Series44 trans., p. 93)3. He who is so desirous of studying Torah constantly that he is

immersed in it like Ben Azai, and cleaves to it all his life, neglecting to take a wife unto himself—

there is no sin in his hand, provided that his passion is not wont to overpower him. If, however,

his passion repeatedly overcomes him, he is obligated to take a wife, even if he already has

children, lest he should fall victim to unchaste thoughts…. (15:3; 93–94)7. One should not

marry a sterile woman, an old woman, a barren woman, or a minor female who is incapable of

giving birth, unless he has already fulfilled the commandment to be [fertile and increase], or

unless he has another wife by whom he can fulfill this commandment. If he marries a woman

and she abides with him for ten years without giving birth, he should divorce her and pay her

k�±æ×V bah, or else take another wife capable of bearing children. If he refuses to divorce her, he

should be compelled to do so, by being scourged with a rod until he divorces her. If he says “I

will have no sexual intercourse with her, but will abide with her in the constant presence of

witnesses, so as never to seclude myself with her”—whether it is she who says so or he, no

attention need be paid to it. He must divorce her, or else marry another wife capable of giving

birth…. (15:7; 94–95)16. Even if a man has already fulfilled the commandment to be [fertile and

increase], he is still obligated by Scribal enactment not to cease being [fertile and increasing]

as long as he has the power to do so, because whosoever adds one soul to Israel has as much

as built a whole world. It is also a precept of the Sages that no man should live without a wife,

in order that he should not come to unchaste thoughts, nor should a woman live without a

husband, in order that she should not become subject to suspicion…. (15:16;97)Curiously,

Maimonides’s discussion opens with an exemption to the general rule, phrased in negative

terms, rather than establishing at the outset, in positive terms, the duty imposed by the biblical

commandment. This surprising editorial choice serves rhetorically to highlight the situation in

which a wife might forgo her conjugal rights and thereby exempt her husband from his

obligation to engage in procreative activity. Subsequently, in section 3, Maimonides rules that

one who craves Torah in the manner of Ben Azai is permitted to refrain from taking a wife, as

long as his libido does not overpower him. In other words, Maimonides resolves the tension

between the commandment to be fertile and increase and the commandment to study Torah in

favor of the latter.45 When presenting the rabbinic requirement to continue procreating even

after fulfilling one’s biblical duty, Maimonides adds the qualifier “as long as he has the power to

do so.” He also suggests that a man who has fulfilled the commandment to be fertile and

increase as a matter of biblical law is permitted to marry a woman who is unable to bear

children; certainly, it is not forbidden to do so. Moreover, Maimonides takes the view that the

commandment of “in the evening” does not preclude a wife waiving her right to conjugal

relations.Maimonides’s commentators are perturbed by this position, which effectively permits

a man to marry a barren woman if he has already fulfilled his biblical requirement to “be fertile

and increase,” since it is sharply at odds with Rabbi Joshua’s statement in the Talmud. R. Vidal

di Tolosa, author of Maggid Mishneh, attempts to resolve this contradiction by relying on the

distinction between the biblical and rabbinic commandments,46 but that attempt is

unproductive. Maimonides grants permission as matter of principle, and not merely after the

fact, contrary to Rabbi Joshua’s halakhically accepted statement. Accordingly, R. Abraham di

Boton, author of Le�%em Mishneh, explains that Maimonides does not believe that Rabbi Joshua

differs with the Mishnah. The Mishnah posits that if a man has already fulfilled the

commandment to be fertile and increase, he need not sell a Torah scroll in order to wed a

fertile woman. However, it is certainly proper, in the Mishnah’s view, that he try to find a fertile

woman, and that is what Rabbi Joshua emphasizes. On the other hand, one who has never



wed must even sell a Torah scroll if necessary in order to marry a fertile woman.47In practice,

Maimonides’s formulation implies that one who wants to study Torah is permitted to remain a

bachelor, and one who has fulfilled the biblical commandment to reproduce is not obligated to

bring additional children into the world. His view seems consistent with the line of thought I

noted earlier, which aims to limit the scope of the commandment.In his commentary on the

passage from BT Yevamot, R. Yom Tov ben Abraham Ishbili (Ritva) supports Maimonides’s

opinion that, when all is said and done, the commandment of Torah study takes precedence

over the commandment to procreate. This approach is also consistent with the analysis

presented earlier, in which I argued that in the Talmud itself, the biblical duty to reproduce was

defined minimally, so as not to interfere with Torah study. R. Ishbili’s contribution to the

discussion is that he actually allows a man to take a libido-suppressing drug once he has

fulfilled his obligation:What can I do? My soul craves [only] Torah. Maimonides of blessed

memory ruled that anyone who craves Torah like Ben Azai and is free of any libidinous

thoughts is exempt from being fertile and increasing. But Tosafot wrote that no one nowadays

can be like Ben Azai in this respect. It is forbidden for a man to drink any sterilizing potion so

that he may engage in Torah, but it is permitted [to ingest a drug] to suppress desire and

libidinous thoughts. I heard in the name of our great rabbi [Na�%manides], of blessed memory,

that if one has fulfilled the commandment to be fertile and increase and his soul craves only

Torah, he is permitted to drink or eat something that will make him sterile so he will not have to

neglect his Torah. That is because Rabbi Joshua’s commandment is of rabbinic authority, and

the rabbis permitted this exception to it. And that explanation is reasonable, and I have heard

of great scholars who have done so. (Ritva on Yev. 63b)Na�%manides indeed writes that one

whose libido has been fully suppressed is not obligated to take a wife if he has already fulfilled

the biblical commandment.48R. Jacob b. Asher, author of the Tur, cites the two conflicting

interpretations of Rabbi Joshua’s position that had been presented by his father, Rosh; and he

believes Rosh concluded that according to Alfasi, the obligation to marry a fertile woman is not

so great as to warrant selling a Torah scroll. But Rosh’s own determination runs counter to

Alfasi’s; that is, in principle, a man is obligated to marry a fertile woman even if that

necessitates selling a Torah scroll, although he would not be obligated to divorce a woman who

proves barren. In effect, his ruling is a stringent one.49In any event, it appears that traditions

preserved in the responsa of the medieval authorities, both Ashkenazi and Sephardi, show that

reality differed substantially from that envisioned by Rabbi Joshua and that decisors refrained

from applying the tannaitic rule50 (of biblical authority!) requiring a husband who is still

childless after ten years of marriage to divorce his wife.51 This restraint attests that other

considerations did occasionally prevail over the commandment to procreate, despite its

centrality; it may also attest to a decline in that commandment’s standing.52 We turn first to a

few prominent examples from Ashkenaz and then to the Sephardi literature.R. Israel Isserlein,

a prominent Ashkenazi authority of the fifteenth century, offers a series of practical

explanations for allowing a man to deliberately marry an infertile woman:QUESTION: Reuben,

having already fulfilled the commandment to be fertile and increase, is widowed and wants to

take a wife. He fears that there may be quarrels between his new wife and his children, and he

therefore wants to choose a woman widely known not to be at all quarrelsome, but also

incapable of bearing children. If he cannot find such a wife, he is thinking of not marrying at all,

given his concern about quarrels. Is he acting properly or not?ANSWER: It appears that he is

acting properly in one respect but not in the other. How so [?] If he marries a woman who is not

at all quarrelsome, he is acting properly, even though she is totally incapable of bearing

children…. But in the other respect—that is, his plan, if he fails to find a woman who is not at all



quarrelsome, to refrain entirely from taking a wife—we cannot say that he is acting properly, for

the sages declared that a man should not remain without a wife. (Terumat Ha-Deshen 1:263)R.

Isserlein believes that in no event is the widower permitted to refrain from taking a wife

altogether, but he is permitted, even in principle, to marry an infertile woman although he will

thereby annul in some sense the commandment of “in the evening.” In other words, he believes

the commandment of “in the evening” can be superseded by considerations of “household

peace” in the broad sense, referring not only to relationships between husband and wife but to

relationships between parents and children as well. Overall, the author of Terumat Ha-Deshen

conveys the sense that, in the hierarchy of values, the obligation to take a wife is paramount

and bringing additional children into the world is not a goal to be pursued at all costs.R. Moses

Min�“ (Maharam Min�“), another fifteenth-century Ashkenazi authority, goes even further than R.

Israel Isserlein. The obligation to (re)marry after fulfilling the basic commandment to procreate

is incumbent only on those who cannot overcome their sexual drives; those who can devote

themselves to Torah and forgo conjugal relations are not obligated to remarry once they have

fulfilled the commandment to “be fertile and increase.” He even adds that “if that is so, it follows

that one who would be kept from study by domestic obligations is better off not marrying”53 In

other words, R. Min�“ seems to resolve the tension between Torah study and procreation in favor

of Torah study (as long as the man is able to overcome his libido), as did Maimonides.In the

Sephardi tradition, in addition to the previously noted comments of Maimonides and R. Ishbili,

there is a responsum by R. Isaac b. Sheshet (Rivash) that is consistent with both his Sephardi

predecessors and the Ashkenazi tradition: Rivash attests to a social reality in which the

authorities compelled compliance neither with Rabbi Joshua’s rule nor even with fulfillment of

“be fertile and increase” as a matter of biblical law.54THE LATER AUTHORITIESThe

multivocality that emerges from the writings of the medieval authorities, in which procreation is

weighed against other values, continues to resonate in the halakhic determinations of the

Shul�%an ‘Arukh. Although the normative requirement is to have many children, this rule is

immediately qualified by reference to the individual’s economic capacity. Extreme measures

(such as selling a Torah scroll) need not be taken in order to enable a man to take a (second)

wife who is fertile. It follows that the obligation to remarry overrides the requirement of “in the

evening,” once the commandment as prescribed by biblical law has been fulfilled. R. Moses

Isserles (Rama) cites a number of circumstances in which a man may marry a woman who is

infertile:ANNOTATION: But if he knows that he is no longer capable of siring children, he

should take a wife incapable of bearing children…. Similarly, if he has many children and fears

that if he takes a wife capable of bearing children, quarrels will ensue between his children and

his wife, he may take a wife incapable of bearing children. But it is forbidden to remain

unmarried, on account of that concern [about potential sinful conduct]. (Shul�%an ‘Arukh, ’Even

Ha-’Ezer 1:8)We find that the positions of the medieval authorities are renewed and reinforced

here.55 Some of the commentators on the Shul�%an ‘Arukh effectively disagree with Rama (and

thereby with Maimonides as well),56 but that simply strengthens the contention that for them

(Maimonides and Rama), “in the evening” was not a commandment with significant halakhic

weight. With that in mind, we will consider more recent positions.R. Moses Sofer (�$atam Sofer)

understands “in the evening” as a rabbinic commandment (and emphasizes its importance by

referring to it as “a positive commandment”). He therefore regards it as preferable for a woman

who would find additional pregnancies difficult to accept a divorce from her husband, thereby

enabling him to take another wife and continue fulfilling the commandment. Yet, the �$atam Sofer

also writes that because a woman is not obligated to suffer on account of her husband’s

obligation to procreate, it is possible that countervailing considerations may supersede his



requirement “in the evening”:In my humble opinion, a woman who has not yet borne a child

and not fulfilled “habitation” may not drink a “cup of roots” except to save her from jaundice or

difficult childbirth or similar matters. But if “habitation” has already been fulfilled, then it is

permitted even if childbirth is not at all difficult…. now that we are subject to the ban enacted by

Rabbeinu Gershom Me’or Ha-Golah [which forbids polygamy and nonconsensual divorce], she

is not permitted to drink [the “cup of roots”] without her husband’s consent … or else she

should be willing to accept a divorce from him. But if he wants neither to divorce her nor to

grant permission, it seems to me that she is not required to make herself suffer on account of

her subordination to her husband, and this appears to be great suffering. And it is impossible to

go into all aspects of this. (�$atam Sofer on ’Even Ha-’Ezer 1:20)Depending on the reader’s own

interpretation, R. Sofer can be understood to be ruling either stringently or leniently. On the one

hand, the rhetoric attests that he not only accepts the strict position of the Ba’al Ha-Ma’or and

of Rosh; he even emphasizes their position by determining that the commandment of “in the

evening” requires a woman to obtain her husband’s consent before drinking a sterilizing potion

or, in the absence of that consent, to “be willing to accept a divorce from him.” Only where no

alternative is possible is the commandment of “in the evening” superseded by countervailing

consideration of the woman’s suffering. On the other hand, one who wants to take account of a

woman’s interests will emphasize that she is not bound to suffer on account of her

subservience to her husband for purposes of fulfilling the commandment to procreate and that

the definition of “great suffering,” on account of which a woman is permitted to keep her

husband from fulfilling the commandment of “in the evening,” is subject to interpretation in light

of the cultural reality of the decisor and the affected public alike.The comments of the ‘Arukh

Ha-Shul�%an next cited suggest that the force of “in the evening” does not outweigh all economic

considerations; on the contrary, economic considerations related to the ability to support more

children are certainly pertinent to deciding whether to expand the family. We have seen

economic factors taken into account before, but they have pertained only to the man himself

and the economic resources he must expend in order to father additional children: is he

obligated, for example, to sell a Torah scroll to be able to take a fertile wife? Here, for the first

time, we see consideration given as well to the good and welfare of the children who are

destined to be born:And so the sages commanded that if he sees himself as still fit to father

children, he should take a wife capable of bearing children if his situation is adequate to

support them… . Regarding the general matter of taking a wife capable of bearing children,

Na�%manides of blessed memory wrote that according to no opinion is he compelled to do so, for

there is no such enactment; rather, it is a rule of sound conduct, and it is not treated so

stringently. And Maimonides’ words suggest a similar result, (‘Arukh Ha-Shul�%an, ’Even Ha-’Ezer

1:8; emphasis mine)The ‘Arukh Ha-Shul�%an here formally places “in the evening” within the

category of “enhancement of a commandment and sound conduct.” That categorization is

attributed to Maimonides as well and is likely to bolster the distinction suggested earlier

between insisting on fulfilling the commandment unless there is a significant countervailing

consideration and not so insisting. In any case, even more than the ‘Arukh Ha-Shul�%an’s author

emphasizes the legitimacy of considering economic factors, he stresses that deciding whether

to bring more children into the world is a personal decision. The decision must be reached in

light of a person’s concrete situation; even more, there is no “objective” test for examining that

situation. The standard is worded as “if he sees himself as still fit to father children,” meaning

that the decision is up to the individual looking at himself and his personal situation.The

opinions of the later authorities regarding “in the evening” reflect an effort on their part to

balance the duty to procreate against a range of other considerations and interests that may



arise in the course of a person’s life. An additional illustration of that attitude is provided by the

next topic we will examine, halakhic discussions concerning conjugal relations in a time of

famine.The Prohibition on Sexual Intercourse in a Time of FamineThe Babylonian Talmud

forbids conjugal relations during a time of famine. Let us consider the reason for the prohibition

and its scope:Resh Laqish said: A man is forbidden to engage in sexual intercourse during

years of famine, as it is said (Gen. 41:50): “Before the years of famine came, Joseph became

the father of two sons.” A sage taught: Those who are childless engage in sexual intercourse

during years of famine. Our rabbis taught: When Israel is sunk in sorrow, and one person

withdrew from involvement in it, the two ministering angels that accompany a person come and

place their hand on his head and say, “this person who withdrew from the community will not

see the consolation of the community.” It was taught in another baraita: When the community is

sunk in sorrow, a man should not say “I will go to my home and eat and drink, and it will be well

with my soul” … rather, one should be sorrowful with the community. (BT Ta‘an. 11a)Resh

Laqish’s statement can be understood in two ways. He may believe it is wrong to bring

additional children into the world in a time of famine for economic reasons, so that there are

not extra mouths to feed. From the ensuing discussion, however, it appears that the prohibition

is based on a concern for social solidarity rather than economics. A person is part of a

community, and he may not act for the sake of his own household without paying attention to

and identifying with the troubles faced by the community as a whole. Times of trouble require

setting aside personal interests, even on a symbolic level.The Jerusalem Talmud words it this

way:Rabbi Avun said: It is written [Job 30:3], “Wasted [galmud, which also means ‘lonely’ or

‘abandoned’] from want and starvation”—When you see want come into the world, let your wife

be lonely. Rabbi Levi said: It is written [Gen. 41:50]: “Joseph became the father of two sons.”

When? “Before the years of famine came.” It was taught in the name of Rabbi Judah: Those

who crave children engage in sexual intercourse. Rabbi Yosi said: Only on the day of her

[postmenstrual] immersion. (JT Ta‘an. 1:6)57The Yerushalmi may help clarify whether the

prohibition is intended to promote solidarity in suffering or conservation of scarce resources.

The reference to “want,” a term parallel to “starvation” in the verse from Job, suggests that the

prohibition is designed to avoid exacerbating a tenuous economic situation. What follows,

however, allows for an alternative explanation. The baraita cited in Rabbi Judah’s name allows

“those who crave children” to engage in intercourse as long as they do so in accordance with

Rabbi Yosi’s qualification, that is, only on the wife’s day of immersion (when her potential to

conceive is greatest). This baraita seems to suggest that the prohibition on conjugal relations in

a time of famine is not motivated by economic concerns; if it were, why permit the act to those

who want children? Rabbi Yosi’s qualification emphasizes this further, for it seems intended to

limit pleasure as much as possible—to one day a month—while still allowing individuals to take

advantage of the potential for fertility. Once again, the emphasis is shifted to social solidarity,

and the beginning of the passage may be read in that light as well. The passage first

establishes the principle of refraining from conjugal relations in time of famine and then

explains the reason.Rashi’s interpretation likewise suggests that the principal reason for the

prohibition pertains not to practical concerns about increasing the number of mouths to feed

but to the ethical standard that should guide a person’s conduct when the society in which he

lives finds itself in difficult straits: “A man is forbidden to engage in sexual intercourse

duringyears of famine—For a man must conduct himself in a sorrowful manner” (Rashi on BT

Ta‘an. 11a).The Tosafists, however, understand Resh Laqish’s statement not as a sweeping

prohibition but merely as identifying a characteristic of pious behavior:A man is forbidden to

engage in sexual intercourse during years of famine—You might ask: Was not Yokheved



[Moses’ mother] born between the walls [of the Egyptian border, as the Israelites were

descending to Egypt] during a time of famine, in which case they engaged in sexual relations

during years of famine? One may answer: All agree that there is no prohibition except for a

person who wants to conduct himself piously. Joseph did not engage in sexual relations, but

others did. (Tosafot on BT Ta‘an. 11a)The author of Qorban Netan’el disagrees with this

understanding:A man is forbidden to engage in sexual intercourse during years of famine—

This [interpretation offered by Tosafot] is surprising, for Resh Laqish said: “A man is forbidden.”

It may be resolved by saying that all certainly agree it is forbidden, but for Levi [Yokheved’s

father] and Joseph, who had not yet fulfilled “be fertile and increase,” it remained permitted as

a matter of law, but Joseph acted piously. (Qorban Netan’el on Rosh on BT Ta‘an. 11a)The

Tosafist’s interpretation suggests that adherence to the ban on sexual relations is considered

an act of piety only for an individual who has not yet fulfilled his biblical obligation to procreate.

But if he has already fulfilled the commandment, sexual relations are forbidden.
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